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(54) Method and device for controlling power to an electric machine

(57) The present invention relates to a method of
controlling power to an electric machine (10) and a con-
troller device for performing such method. At least one
semiconductor switch (41) is provided per phase (31, 32,
33) of a machine AC power (30), the semiconductor
switches (40) supplying the machine AC power to the
electric machine. The method comprises the steps of
supplying an incoming AC power (20) comprising an in-
coming voltage (24) and an incoming current, to the sem-
iconductor switches, measuring a voltage and current in
the machine AC power (30) supplied by the semiconduc-
tor switches to the electric machine (10), estimating a
present flux vector (51, 52) based on the measured volt-
age and current to the electric machine, calculating a
reference flux vector (71) based on the estimated present
flux vector (51, 52) and a desired operating state (61) of
the electric machine, and defining time instants (101) for
changing the state of the semiconductor switches (40)
based on the reference flux vector (71) and the incoming
voltage (24). The time instants (101) correspond to a be-
havior of the semiconductor switches such that a new
measured voltage with a resulting current to the electric
machine is predicted to achieve a new estimated flux
vector corresponding to the reference flux vector.
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Description

Technical field

[0001] The present disclosure relates to a method and
device for controlling AC power to an electric machine.

Background

[0002] The conventional method to control an electric
machine, such as an induction motor, with a soft starter
is by reducing the voltage to the motor by varying the
voltage "off time". The off time could for example be con-
trolled to achieve a desired maximum current level or a
constant driving torque. A switch may control the off time
of the voltage, and by varying the off time it may be meant
to, based on a previous opening of the switch or when
the voltage reaches zero, change the state of the switch
for a phase of the voltage. The control of the voltage is
determined similar for the switches of all phases supplied
to the motor. Control values for the switches are deter-
mined based on an average behavior of all phases.
[0003] Even if the voltage is reduced the fundamental
frequency of the voltage is equal to the supplied voltage
frequency. That could give a large difference between
angular speed of the supplied voltage and angular speed
of the rotor in the motor depending on the rotor speed.
Due to the large difference in angular speed the flux of
the rotor will be low and thereby also the ability of the
motor to produce torque. The large difference will further
cause a large current use.
[0004] Further, without knowledge of the flux in the mo-
tor, it is not possible to control the direction of the torque.
[0005] Consequently, there is a need for a control
method for controlling the AC power to an electric motor
that increases the electric motor torque ability and de-
creases the current used during the procedure.

Summary

[0006] It is an object of the present invention to provide
an improved solution that alleviates the mentioned draw-
backs with present devices. Furthermore, it is an object
to provide a method and device that may achieve an ef-
fective operation control of an electric machine.
[0007] According to a first aspect of the invention, this
is achieved by providing a method of controlling power
to an electric machine, wherein at least one semiconduc-
tor switch is provided per phase of a machine AC power,
the semiconductor switches supplying the machine AC
power to the electric machine. The method comprises
the steps of supplying an incoming AC power comprising
an incoming voltage and an incoming current to the sem-
iconductor switches, measuring a voltage and current in
the machine AC power supplied by the semiconductor
switches to the electric machine, estimating a present
flux vector based on the measured voltage and current
to the electric machine, calculating a reference flux vector

based on the estimated present flux vector and a desired
operating state of the electric machine, and defining time
instants for changing the state of the semiconductor
switches based on the reference flux vector and the in-
coming voltage. The time instants correspond to a be-
havior of the semiconductor switches such that a new
measured voltage with a resulting current to the electric
machine is predicted to achieve a new estimated flux
vector corresponding to the reference flux vector.
[0008] The method may be used in a start procedure,
stop procedure or brake procedure of the electric ma-
chine. In a start procedure a soft start of the electric ma-
chine may be achieved. With the method according to
the invention, a control of the electric machine’s flux,
torque and/or speed may be provided. The desired op-
erating state may comprise control variables describing
a desired behavior of the electric machine. When using
the method according to the invention, for example as a
soft starter method, a starting current used by the electric
machine may be reduced at the same time as a starting
torque in the electric machine may be increased com-
pared to known methods. Due to the advantages of the
invention, such soft starter method may be used in ap-
plication wherein prior art methods are not suitable. Such
applications could be applications with high initial load
torque, such as crushers, applications with need for fast
and controlled braking, such as saw applications or high
inertia loads, or applications wherein it is advantageous
with a defined start time. Further, a device using a control
method according to the invention may need less cooling
then if using a conventional method, thereby providing a
device of less physical size. The desired operating state
of the electric machine may be estimated using a Kalman
filter based on the measured voltage and current to the
electric machine. The electric machine may be an electric
motor. The semiconductor switches may be arranged in
series with the incoming AC power and the electric ma-
chine. The new measured voltage and the new estimated
flux vector may become a measured voltage and a
present flux vector in a new cycle of the method. The
feedback loop in the method may provide a continuously
updated reference flux vector that may continuously be
calculated based on the present flux vector that also may
be continuously updated due to new estimations of the
changing machine AC power. Thereby, the behavior of
the electric machine may be continuously changing ac-
cording to the desired operating state control variable.
[0009] In one embodiment, the step of defining time
instants for the semiconductor switches may comprise
calculating a voltage vector based on the reference flux
vector and the estimated present flux vector, and said
time instants may correspond to a behavior of the sem-
iconductor switches such that a new measured voltage
to the electric machine may be predicted to achieve a
new voltage vector corresponding to the calculated volt-
age vector.
[0010] A voltage vector may function as a control input
for the flux in the electric machine, i.e. as a control input
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for the amplitude and frequency of the voltage supplied
to the electric machine. The flux, torque and/or speed in
the electric machine may thereby be controlled in a suit-
able way since the feedback loop continuously updates
the control input based on present and desired behavior
of the electric machine.
[0011] In a further embodiment, the voltage vector may
be an average voltage vector and the step of calculating
a voltage vector may comprise dividing the average volt-
age vector into a plurality of voltage sectors, wherein
each voltage sector may contribute with a part of the av-
erage voltage vector, such that the plurality of voltage
sectors together form the voltage vector, and wherein
the time instants may correspond to a behavior of the at
least one semiconductor switch per phase such that a
new measured voltage to the electric machine may be
predicted to achieve a new voltage vector corresponding
to the calculated voltage vector.
[0012] If the frequency of the machine AC power to the
electric machine were modulated based on a zero fre-
quency signal, i.e. a DC power, the voltage vector may
have been used directly as a control input to achieve a
desired flux in the electric machine. That may not be pos-
sible when the incoming AC power is used as a base for
the modulation. By dividing the average voltage vector
into voltage sectors, it may be possible to achieve the
desired new flux/voltage vector to the electric machine
based on the incoming AC power. Further, it may be pos-
sible to define time instants individually for each semi-
conductor switch for the separate phases. The voltage
sectors may together give the same flux in the electric
machine as the voltage vector, i.e. the voltage sectors
are parts contributing to the total average voltage vector.
Each voltage sector may represent different ways of
forming the average voltage vector. The incoming AC
power may comprise at least two phases. A line-to-line
voltage may be a voltage measured between two phases.
With a three phase incoming AC power, four voltage sec-
tors may be provided for three line-to-line voltages rep-
resenting four combinations of phases to form the aver-
age voltage vector. The combinations may be the first
and the second phase, the second and the third phase,
the first and the third phase and all three phases. An
additional, fifth, combination may be a representation of
none of the phases. A voltage sector may be a time range
of one or several line-to-line voltages. The method may
function in a similar way with a system with more than
three phases in the incoming AC power. In such system,
there may be several line-to-line voltages since there are
several phases. Hence, there may be several voltage
sectors provided for the line-to-line voltages that repre-
sent the combinations of phases that may be used for
forming the average voltage vector.
[0013] In one embodiment, each voltage sector may
represent a combination of at least two phases, wherein
the voltage in said at least two phases are adapted to
achieve the new voltage vector corresponding to the cal-
culated voltage vector.

[0014] To achieve an average voltage vector to the
electric machine that corresponds to the calculated volt-
age vector, the average voltage vector may be divided
into voltage sectors, such that time instants may be cal-
culated individually for each semiconductor switch. The
average voltage vector may be achieved by the voltage
from a combination of at least two phases. A line-to-line
voltage may be associated with each possible combina-
tion of two phases. Each voltage sector may be calculat-
ed based on a line-to-line voltage.
[0015] In one embodiment, the at least one semicon-
ductor switch per phase of the machine AC power may
comprise one bidirectional semiconductor switch or two
anti-parallel semiconductor switches per phase of the
machine AC power.
[0016] A bidirectional switch may be provided as a
switch that conducts when it receives a firing instant, and
continue conducting until the current passing through the
bidirectional switch reaches zero. By controlling the time
when the bidirectional switch receives the firing instant,
i.e. time instant, the behavior of the outgoing voltage from
the switch may be controlled. The anti-parallel switches
may be two switches arranged in parallel but with their
polarities reversed relative to each other. The behavior
of the anti-parallel switches may be similar as a bidirec-
tional switch, providing a possibility to control the time
instants of the switches to control the behavior of the
outgoing voltage from the switches.
[0017] In another embodiment, each of the semicon-
ductor switches may be dedicated to one phase of the
machine AC power only.
[0018] By providing semiconductor switches that may
be dedicated to one phase of the machine AC power
only, the number of switches used in the method may be
kept at a minimum when cross-couplings between phas-
es are not needed. The semiconductor switches may be
arranged in series with the incoming AC power and the
electric machine. By being dedicated to one phase only
it may be meant that each semiconductor switch is con-
nected to only one phase of the incoming AC power and
only one phase of the machine AC power.
[0019] In one embodiment, the semiconductor switch-
es may be thyristors.
[0020] The semiconductor switches may be thyristors.
The time instants for the semiconductor switches may
thereby be provided as firing instants for the thyristors.
A thyristor may be conducting from the moment it re-
ceives the firing instant and until the current passing
through the thyristor reaches zero. Two anti-parallel thy-
ristors may be provided for each phase of the machine
AC power. One firing instant may be provided for each
thyristor.
[0021] In another embodiment, the desired operating
state may be represented by a desired speed state of
the electric machine.
[0022] By calculating a reference flux vector based on
a desired speed of the electric machine, a specific accel-
eration or deceleration of the electric machine may be
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achieved. For instance a suitable acceleration may be
provided in a soft start procedure to accelerate the elec-
tric machine up to a nominal speed without causing high
mechanical stress on the electric machine.
[0023] In a further embodiment, the desired operating
state may be represented by a desired operating torque
of the electric machine.
[0024] By calculating a reference flux vector based on
a desired speed state of the electric machine, the electric
machine may be accelerated or decelerated with a suit-
able torque along the procedure. For instance, with an
electric machine with high torque demands in a start pro-
cedure, a soft start of the electric machine may be pro-
vided, still providing the necessary torque in the electric
machine.
[0025] In one embodiment, the electric machine may
be an induction motor or an induction generator.
[0026] The method of the invention may be used on
an induction motor or induction generator. The method
may be used in start procedures (acceleration), braking
procedures or stop procedures (deceleration).
[0027] According to a second aspect of the invention,
a controller device is provided for controlling power to an
electric machine. The controller device comprises at least
one semiconductor switch per phase of a machine AC
power, wherein the semiconductor switches are adapat-
ed to receive an incoming AC power and supply the ma-
chine AC power to the electric machine. The incoming
AC power comprises an incoming voltage (25) and an
incoming current. The controller device further comprises
a measuring device adapted to measure a voltage and
current supplied by the semiconductor switches to the
electric machine in the machine AC power, an estimating
device adapted to estimate a present flux vector for the
electric machine based on the measured voltage and cur-
rent to the electric machine, a calculating device adapted
to calculate a reference flux vector based on the present
flux vector and a desired operating state of the electric
machine, and a modulator adapted to define time instants
for changing the state of the semiconductor switches
based on the reference flux vector and the incoming volt-
age. Said time instans correspond to a behavior of the
semiconductor switches such that a new measured volt-
age with a resulting current to the electric machine is
predicted to achieve a new estimated flux vector corre-
sponding to the reference flux vector.
[0028] The controller device may be used in controlling
the power to an electric machine in a start procedure,
stop procedure or brake procedure. In a start procedure
a soft start of the electric machine may be achieved. The
controller device may achieve a control of the electric
machine’s flux, torque and/or speed. The desired oper-
ating state may comprise control variables describing a
desired behavior of the electric machine. When using the
controller device according to the invention, for example
as a soft starter, a starting current used by the electric
machine may be reduced at the same time as a starting
torque in the electric machine may be increased com-

pared to known controller devices. Due to the advantages
of the invention, such soft starter may be used in appli-
cations wherein prior art methods are not suitable. Such
applications could be applications with electric machines
with high initial load torque, such as crushers, applica-
tions with need for fast and controlled braking, such as
saw applications or high inertia loads, or applications
wherein it is advantageous with a defined start time or
stop time. Further, a controller device according to the
invention may need less cooling then if using a conven-
tional device, thereby providing a device of less physical
size. The desired operating state of the electric machine
may be estimated by the controller device using a Kalman
filter based on the measured voltage and current to the
electric machine. The electric machine may be an electric
motor. The semiconductor switches may be arranged in
series with the incoming AC power and the electric ma-
chine. The new measured voltage and the new estimated
flux vector may become a measured voltage and a
present flux vector in a continuous use of the controller
device. The feedback loop provided by the controller de-
vice may provide a continuously updated reference flux
vector that may continuously be calculated based on the
present flux vector that also may be continuously updated
due to new estimations of the changing machine AC pow-
er. Thereby, the behavior of the electric machine may be
continuously changing according to the desired operat-
ing state control variable provided in the controller device.
[0029] In one embodiment, the modulator may be
adapted to calculate a voltage vector based on the ref-
erence flux vector and the estimated present flux vector,
and the time instants may be defined to correspond to a
behavior of the semiconductor switches such that a new
measured voltage to the electric machine may be pre-
dicted to achieve a new voltage vector corresponding to
the calculated voltage vector.
[0030] A voltage vector may function as a control input
for the flux in the electric machine, i.e. as a control input
for the amplitude and frequency of the voltage supplied
to the electric machine. The flux, torque and/or speed in
the electric machine may thereby be controlled in a suit-
able way since the feedback loop continuously updates
the control input based on present and desired behavior
of the electric machine.
[0031] In a further embodiment, the voltage vector may
be an average voltage vector and the modulator may be
adapted to divide the average voltage vector into a plu-
rality of voltage sectors, wherein each voltage sector con-
tributes with a part of the average voltage vector, such
that the plurality of voltage sectors together form the volt-
age vector, and wherein the time instants are adapted to
be defined to correspond to a behavior of the at least one
semiconductor switch per phase such that a new meas-
ured voltage to the electric machine is predicted to
achieve a new voltage vector representing all phases
corresponding to the calculated voltage vector.
[0032] If the frequency of the machine AC power to the
electric machine were adapted to be modulated based
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on a zero frequency signal, i.e. a DC signal, the voltage
vector may have been used directly as a control variable
to achieve a desired flux/voltage to the electric machine.
That may not be possible when the incoming AC power
may be used as a base for the modulation. By dividing
the average voltage vector into voltage sectors, it may
be possible to achieve the desired flux vector to the elec-
tric machine based on the incoming AC power. The volt-
age sectors may together give the same average flux in
the electric machine as the voltage vector, i.e. the voltage
sectors are parts contributing to the total average voltage
vector. Each voltage sector may represent different ways
of forming the average voltage vector. The incoming AC
power may comprise at least two phases. A line-to-line
voltage may be a voltage measured between two phases.
With a three phase incoming AC power, four voltage sec-
tors may be provided for three line-to-line voltages rep-
resenting four combinations of phases to form the aver-
age voltage vector. The combinations may be the first
and the second phase, the second and the third phase,
the first and the third phase or all three phases. An ad-
ditional, fifth, combination may be a representation of
none of the phases. A voltage sector may be a time range
of one or several line-to-line voltages. The controller de-
vice may function in a similar way with more than three
phases in the incoming AC power. In such system, there
may be several line-to-line voltages since there are sev-
eral phases. Hence, there may be several voltage sectors
provided for the line-to-line voltages that represent the
combinations of phases that may be used for forming the
average voltage vector.
[0033] In another embodiment, the at least one semi-
conductor switch per phase of the machine AC power
may comprise one bidirectional semiconductor switch or
two anti-parallel semiconductor switches per phase of
the machine AC power.
[0034] A bidirectional switch may be provided as a
switch that conducts when it receives a firing instant, and
continue conducting as long as the voltage passing
through the bidirectional switch is not reversed. By con-
trolling the time when the bidirectional switch receives
the firing instant, i.e. time instant, the behavior of the out-
going voltage from the switch may be controlled. The
anti-parallel switches may be two switches arranged in
parallel but with their polarities reversed relative to each
other. The behavior of the anti-parallel switches may be
similar as a bidirectional switch, providing a possibility to
control the time instants of the switches to control the
behavior of the outgoing voltage from the switches.
[0035] In a further embodiment, each of the semicon-
ductor switches may be dedicated to one phase of the
machine AC power only.
[0036] By providing semiconductor switches that may
be dedicated to one phase of the machine AC power
only, the number of switches used in the method may be
kept at a minimum. The semiconductor switches may be
arranged in series with the incoming AC power and the
electric machine. By being dedicated to one phase only

it may be meant that each semiconductor switch is con-
nected to only one phase of the incoming AC power and
only one phase of the machine AC power.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0037] The invention will in the following be described
in more detail with reference to the enclosed drawings,
wherein:

Fig 1 shows a schematic block diagram of a device
according to an embodiment of the invention.
Fig 2 shows a schematic voltage and flux angle sim-
ulation plot according to an embodiment of the in-
vention.
Fig 3 shows a schematic time instant diagram ac-
cording to an embodiment of the invention.
Fig 4 shows a schematic one phase example plot.
Fig 5 shows a schematic one phase simulation plot
in a three phase example according to an embodi-
ment of the invention.
Fig 6 shows a schematic rotor flux simulation plot
according to an embodiment of the invention.

Description of Embodiments

[0038] The present invention will be described more
fully hereinafter with reference to the accompanying
drawings, in which preferred embodiments of the inven-
tion are shown. This invention may, however, be embod-
ied in many different forms and should not be construed
as limited to the embodiments set forth herein; rather,
these embodiments are provided so that this disclosure
will be thorough and complete, and will fully convey the
scope of the invention to those skilled in the art. In the
drawings, like numbers refer to like elements.
[0039] Fig 1 illustrates a schematic block diagram of a
device performing the method according to the invention.
Parts in fig 1 will hereby be presented in more detail.
[0040] An electric machine 10, for instance an electric
motor, is supplied with a machine AC power 30. The ma-
chine AC power 30 is supplied to the electric machine 10
by a plurality of semiconductor switches 40. The semi-
conductor switches 40 receive an incoming AC power 20
that is modified to supply the machine AC power 30. In
the described embodiment, the incoming AC power 20
comprises three phases 21, 22, 23. The illustration 25
shows the voltage supply in one phase 23 of the incoming
AC power 20 as a function of time t. The plurality of sem-
iconductor switches 40 comprises at least one semicon-
ductor switch 41 per phase. For each phase of the in-
coming AC power 20, there is dedicated one bidirectional
switch or two anti-parallel semiconductor switches. Each
semiconductor switch 41 is only connected to one phase
21, 22, 23 of the incoming AC power 20 and one phase
31, 32, 33 of the machine AC power 30.
[0041] The machine AC power 30 comprises three
phases 31, 32, 33 supplied to the electric machine 10.
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The illustration 35 shows an example voltage supplied
by a thyristor in one phase 33 of the machine AC power
30 as a function of time t.
[0042] An observer 50 estimates the states, i.e. flux,
speed and/or torque, of the electric machine 10 based
on measured voltage and current in the machine AC pow-
er 30 supplied to the electric machine 10. Based on the
measured voltage and current to the electric machine 10,
the observer 50 uses a Kalman filter to estimate a present
flux vector 52 and a present rotor speed 51. The present
rotor speed 51 and the present flux vector 52 are calcu-
lated estimations based on the measured voltage and
current for the phases 31, 32, 33 of the machine AC power
30. The observer 50 is an implementation of the model
described in the Ph.D. thesis Induction Machine Speed
Estimation, Observations on Observers, by Bo Peterson,
1996 (CODEN: LUTEDX/(TEIE-1009)/1-136/(1996)).
The present flux vector 52 is illustrated in an exemplary
moment of time (e.g. to).
[0043] A speed reference 61 is calculated by a speed
reference module 60 based on start and stop data en-
tered through either a user interface (HMI) or thru any
superior source. The speed reference 61 may state a
desired speed behavior of the electric machine 10 rotor
during a starting, braking or stopping procedure. In a soft
start application, the speed reference 61 states a curve
of the acceleration of the electric machine 10 as a function
of time t. The speed reference 61 may in an alternative
embodiment state a desired torque or flux behavior of
the electric machine 10 rotor during a starting, braking
or stopping procedure.
[0044] A speed error is calculated based either on the
estimated speed 51 from the observer 50 or a speed
measurement from a speed sensor or encoder.
[0045] A speed controller 70 uses a speed control al-
gorithm to calculate a reference flux vector 71 for the
rotor flux of the electric machine 10 based on the esti-
mated rotor speed 51 and the speed reference 61. The
reference flux vector 71 is illustrated in an exemplary
moment of time (e.g. to).
[0046] By increasing the angular speed of the present
flux vector 52 compared to the angular speed of the rotor
in the electric machine 10, a motoring (driving) torque
will be produced in the electric machine 10. Opposite, if
the angular speed of the present flux vector 52 is de-
creased below the rotor speed, a generating torque is
achieved. This is used to increase respective decrease
the speed of the electric machine 10.
[0047] To increase the performance, i.e. reduce cur-
rent, torque or speed ripple, gain scheduling and/or dif-
ferent control limits are used during acceleration, con-
stant speed and deceleration of the electric machine 10.
As example: During acceleration, both inertia and load
torque on the electric machine 10 counteracts the speed
increment. It is therefore unnecessary for the speed con-
troller 70 to apply high braking torque if the speed is only
slightly too high.
[0048] The sign of the torque in the electric machine

10 is determined by the angular speed of the present flux
vector 52 relative to the rotor speed in the electric ma-
chine 10. The amplitude of the torque is determined by
both the angular speed of the present flux vector 52 rel-
ative to the rotor speed and the amplitude of the present
flux vector 52 (magnetization level). By controlling the
magnetization level separately, the problem with unnec-
essary torque ripple may be reduced. It also increases
the ability to control the speed of a lightly loaded machine
with low inertia. The torque ripple appears since the fun-
damental frequency of the incoming AC power 20 (mains
power) is in the same range as the frequency of the mod-
ulated machine AC power 30. High torque ripple with a
lightly loaded machine with low inertia will generate un-
desired speed variations and negatively influence the
performance of the speed controller 70.
[0049] A flux controller 80 receives the reference flux
vector 71 from the speed controller 70. The error between
the estimated present flux vector 52 from the observer
50 and the reference flux vector 71 defines a voltage
vector 81, in respect of amplitude and angle, to request
from a modulator 100. The voltage vector 81 is illustrated
in an exemplary moment of time (e.g. to). Before the mod-
ulator 100 receives a voltage vector, a 2-to-3 phase trans-
former 90 receives the voltage vector 81 from the flux
controller 80 and converts it to three phase quantities.
The output from the 2-to-3 phase transformer 90 is a
desired three-phase voltage reference 91. The modula-
tor 100 then uses the phase quantities in the desired
three-phase voltage reference 91 as control input and
the phases 21, 22, 23 of the incoming AC power 20 as
input 24 to define time instants 101 for the semiconductor
switches 40. The semiconductor switches 40 thereby
modify the incoming AC power 20 such that the machine
behavior corresponds to the desired speed reference 60.
This is due to the feedback loop from the machine AC
power 30 via the speed reference 60 to the modulator
100.
[0050] A dashed line in fig 1 indicates which parts that
are intended to be implemented in software (SW) and
which that are intended to be implemented in hardware
(HW).
[0051] Fig 2 shows a simulation result of the desired
voltage vector 81 angle in relation to the estimated
present flux vector 52 angle. The top trace shows the
calculated voltage vector 81 angle to be requested and
the bottom trace the estimated present flux vector 52
angle.
[0052] The flux controller 80 uses feed forward on the
calculated voltage vector 81 amplitude to reduce flux var-
iations due to angle change.
[0053] If the limitation for the direct modulation is
reached in sense of available incoming voltage 24 to ap-
ply in the requested direction the requested voltage vec-
tor is synchronized with a mains supply voltage vector.
By doing so, a bump less transfer to conventional start
may be achieved for the final acceleration.
[0054] Since a soft starter does not contain any inter-
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mediate DC link, the voltage applied on the electric ma-
chine 10 has to be directly modulated from the incoming
AC power 20. A fired semiconductor switch, such as a
thyristor 41, will conduct until the current through it be-
comes zero, see further fig 4. The time the thyristor 41
is conducting is determined by a main circuit and a firing
instant 101. During the time the thyristors 41 are con-
ducting the AC power sweeps along an arc and forming
a voltage sector (see 35 and 36 in fig 1). Reference 36
in fig 1 shows an example average voltage vector Us
supplied to the electric motor 10 by the thyristors 40. The
grey fields show the voltage sectors which all contributes
to the average voltage vector Us. The thyristors 40 are
controlled such that voltage sectors will provide an aver-
age voltage vector Us to the electric machine 10 that is
similar to the calculated voltage vector 81.
[0055] Fig 3 shows an example with four time instants.
Two thyristors 41 are conducting at instant t1 and a third
thyristor is fired. At t4 the current crosses zero in one of
the initially conducting thyristors 41. The time instants t2
and t3 are only shown to demonstrate the sequence. All
quantities are expressed in the α-β plane (stator coordi-
nates). ωr is the angular speed of the rotor, ωn is the
angular speed of the incoming AC power supply 20. λr
is the angle of the present rotor flux vector, Ψr denotes
the rotor flux and Us the voltage vector.
[0056] In one alternative, the voltage vector 81 quan-
tities are converted to voltage references by 2 to 3 phase
transformation and predictive recalculation 90. The pre-
dictive recalculation convert voltage vector angle θref in
respect of quantities such as ωr, ωn, requested voltage
vector amplitude, power factor and/or back-emf (back-
electromotive force). Any consisting error in the predic-
tion is handled by the feedback loop of the flux controller
80.
[0057] The desired three phase voltage reference 91
together with the incoming AC power 20 line-to-line volt-
ages defines the firing instants 101 in the modulator 100.
Each voltage reference 91 corresponds to one line-to-
line voltage. The sign of the voltage reference
91determines if the thyristors 41 should be fired on pos-
itive or negative half periods. The instantaneous value
of the voltage reference 91 determines the off time (delay
from zero crossing).
[0058] In a second alternative, the possible voltage
sectors are evaluated after a predictive recalculation. The
one of them, if any, which best contributes to the desired
calculated voltage vector 81 will be used and the corre-
sponding thyristor 41 is fired.
[0059] Fig 4 illustrates a thyristor 41 behavior in a one
phase example with resistive load. The figure shows the
incoming voltage 111, the reference voltage 112 and the
modulated output voltage 113. The reference voltage 112
is based on the desired voltage reference 91. At time 114
a time instant 101 is sent to the thyristor 41 whereby the
thyristor 41 starts to conduct such that the output voltage
113 of the thyristor 41 follows the incoming voltage 111.
The thyristor 41 conducts until the incoming voltage 111

reaches zero. Thereby, the time instants are defined such
that the output voltage 113 of the thyristor 41 corresponds
to the reference voltage 112.
[0060] Fig 5 shows a simulation of one phase in a three
phase application. The top trace 120 shows the incoming
voltage 111, and the second trace 121 shows the refer-
ence voltage 112. As described above, the incoming volt-
age 111 and the reference voltage 112 determine the
firing instants, i.e. the trace 122 shown in the middle. The
two bottom traces 123, 124 show the direct modulated
machine voltage and the resulting current respectively.
[0061] Fig 6 shows a simulation of the present rotor
flux 52 during start. From origin of coordinates the trace
130 shows how the rotor is DC-magnetized. After a cer-
tain time the rotor flux starts to rotate counter-clockwise
with a gradually increasing magnitude. In the described
method, the present rotor flux is always controlled to fol-
low the reference flux.
[0062] In the drawings and specification, there have
been disclosed preferred embodiments and examples of
the invention and, although specific terms are employed,
they are used in a generic and descriptive sense only
and not for the purpose of limitation, the scope of the
invention being set forth in the following claims.

Claims

1. Method of controlling power (30) to an electric ma-
chine (10),
wherein at least one semiconductor switch (41) is
provided per phase (31, 32, 33) of a machine AC
power, the semiconductor switches supplying the
machine AC power to the electric machine, the meth-
od comprising the steps of:

supplying an incoming AC power (20), compris-
ing an incoming voltage and an incoming cur-
rent, to the semiconductor switches (40),
measuring a voltage and current in the machine
AC power (30) supplied by the semiconductor
switches to the electric machine (10),
estimating a present flux vector (51, 52) based
on the measured voltage and current to the elec-
tric machine,
calculating a reference flux vector (71) based on
the estimated present flux vector (51, 52) and a
desired operating state (61) of the electric ma-
chine, and
defining time instants (101) for changing the
state of the semiconductor switches (40) based
on the reference flux vector (71) and the incom-
ing voltage (24), said time instants correspond-
ing to a behavior of the semiconductor switches
such that a new measured voltage with a result-
ing current to the electric machine is predicted
to achieve a new estimated flux vector corre-
sponding to the reference flux vector (71).
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2. Method according to claim 1, wherein the step of
defining time instants (101) for the semiconductor
switches (40) comprises calculating a voltage vector
(81) based on the reference flux vector (71) and the
estimated present flux vector (51, 52), and wherein
said time instants correspond to a behavior of the
semiconductor switches such that a new measured
voltage to the electric machine (10) is predicted to
achieve a new voltage vector corresponding to the
calculated voltage vector (81).

3. Method according to claim 2, wherein the voltage
vector (81) is an average voltage vector and the step
of calculating a voltage vector comprises dividing the
average voltage vector into a plurality of voltage sec-
tors, wherein each voltage sector contributes with a
part of the average voltage vector, such that the plu-
rality of voltage sectors together form the average
voltage vector, and wherein the time instants (101)
correspond to a behavior of the at least one semi-
conductor switch (41) per phase such that a new
measured voltage to the electric machine is predict-
ed to achieve a new voltage vector corresponding
to the calculated voltage vector (81).

4. Method according to claim 3, wherein each voltage
sector represents a combination of at least two phas-
es, wherein the voltage in said at least two phases
are adapted to achieve the new voltage vector cor-
responding to the calculated voltage vector (81).

5. Method according to any of the preceding claims,
wherein the at least one semiconductor switch (41)
per phase of the machine AC power (30) comprises
one bidirectional semiconductor switch or two anti-
parallel semiconductor switches per phase of the
machine AC power.

6. Method according to any of the preceding claims,
wherein each of the semiconductor switches (40) is
dedicated to one phase (31, 32, 33) of the machine
AC power (30) only.

7. Method according to any of the preceding claims,
wherein the semiconductor switches (40) are thyris-
tors.

8. Method according to any of the preceding claims,
wherein the desired operating state (61) is repre-
sented by a desired speed state of the electric ma-
chine (10).

9. Method according to any of the preceding claims,
wherein the desired operating state (61) is repre-
sented by a desired torque state of the electric ma-
chine (10).

10. Method according to any of the preceding claims,

wherein the electric machine (10) is an induction mo-
tor or an induction generator.

11. Controller device for controlling power (30) to an
electric machine (10), the controller device compris-
ing
at least one semiconductor switch (41) per phase of
a machine AC power (30), wherein the semiconduc-
tor switches (40) are adapated to receive an incom-
ing AC power (20) and supply the machine AC power
to the electric machine, wherein the incoming AC
power comprises an incoming voltage (25) and an
incoming current,
a measuring device (50) adapted to measure a volt-
age and current supplied by the semiconductor
switches (40) to the electric machine in the machine
AC power (30),
an estimating device (50) adapted to estimate a
present flux vector (51, 52) for the electric machine
based on the measured voltage and current to the
electric machine,
a calculating device (70) adapted to calculate a ref-
erence flux vector (71) based on the present flux
vector (51, 52) and a desired operating state (61) of
the electric machine (10), and
a modulator (100) adapted to define time instants
(101) for changing the state of the semiconductor
switches (40), based on the reference flux vector (71)
and the incoming voltage (25), said time instans cor-
responding to a behavior of the semiconductor
switches such that a new measured voltage with a
resulting current to the electric machine is predicted
to achieve a new estimated flux vector correspond-
ing to the reference flux vector.

12. Controller device according to claim 11, wherein the
modulator (100) is adapted to calculate a voltage
vector (81) based on the reference flux vector (71)
and the estimated present flux vector (51, 52), and
wherein said time instants (101) are defined to cor-
respond to a behavior of the semiconductor switches
(40) such that a new measured voltage to the electric
machine (10) is predicted to achieve a new voltage
vector corresponding to the calculated voltage vec-
tor.

13. Controller device according to claim 12, wherein the
voltage vector (81) is an average voltage vector and
the modulator (100) is adapted to divide the average
voltage vector into a plurality of voltage sectors,
wherein each voltage sector contributes with a part
of the average voltage vector, such that the plurality
of voltage sectors together form the voltage vector,
and wherein the time instants (101) are adapted to
be defined to correspond to a behavior of the at least
one semiconductor switch (41) per phase such that
a new measured voltage to the electric machine (10)
is predicted to achieve a new voltage vector repre-
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senting all phases corresponding to the calculated
voltage vector.

14. Controller device according to any of the claims
11-13, wherein the at least one semiconductor
switch (41) per phase of the machine AC power (30)
comprises one bidirectional semiconductor switch or
two anti-parallel semiconductor switches per phase
of the macine AC power.

15. Controller device according to any of the claims
11-14, wherein each of the semiconductor switches
(40) is dedicated to one phase (31, 32, 33) of the
machine AC power (30) only.
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